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Abstract
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Antiretroviral pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) has received increasing recognition as a viable
prescription-based intervention for people at risk for HIV acquisition. However, little is known
about racial biases affecting healthcare providers’ willingness to prescribe PrEP. This
investigation sought to explore medical students’ stereotypes about sexual risk compensation
among Black versus White men who have sex with men seeking PrEP, and the impact of such
stereotypes on willingness to prescribe PrEP. An online survey presented participants (n = 102)
with a clinical vignette of a PrEP-seeking, HIV-negative man with an HIV-positive male partner.
Patient race was systematically manipulated. Participants reported predictions about patient sexual
risk compensation, willingness to prescribe PrEP, and other clinical judgments. Bootstrapping
analyses revealed that the Black patient was rated as more likely than the White patient to engage
in increased unprotected sex if prescribed PrEP, which, in turn, was associated with reduced
willingness to prescribe PrEP to the patient.
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Antiretroviral pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP) has gained momentum as a promising
biomedical prevention strategy for people at high risk for HIV acquisition. In particular,
daily oral use of tenofovir with emtricitabine (FTC–TDF, i.e., Truvada®), a well-established
and commonly prescribed antiretroviral treatment for people living with HIV, has
demonstrated preventive potential in three of five clinical trials to date (iPrEx [1], TDF2 [2],
and Partners PrEP [3]), including one trial showing a 44 % relative reduction in HIV
incidence among men who have sex with men (MSM) [1]. In July of 2012, the US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) approved daily oral FTC–TDF for prescription as PrEP [4].
However, concern about patient risk compensation (i.e., increased risk-taking in response to
a perceived decrease in susceptibility to HIV infection while on PrEP [5]) may decrease
healthcare providers’ willingness to prescribe [6], thereby limiting access for people who
could benefit from this preventive technology. Additionally, the ambiguity [7–11] and
controversy [12, 13] surrounding eligibility criteria for PrEP could enhance the likelihood of
discriminatory prescription practices occurring. In light of extant stereotypes of Black MSM
as sexually irresponsible and uninhibited [14–16] as well as documented racial
discrimination in clinical decisions related to antiretroviral treatment [17–20] and
reproductive healthcare [21–24], the current study sought to explore racial bias in providers’
predictions of sexual risk compensation among patients seeking PrEP and implications for
their willingness to prescribe.
The Potential for Racial Discrimination in the Prescription of PrEP
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Interim PrEP prescription guidance issued by the US Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention (CDC) and the World Health Organization (WHO) leaves considerable latitude
for provider subjectivity in deciding patients’ suitability for PrEP. The CDC indicates that
potential PrEP recipients should be judged by providers as being at ongoing, very high risk
for acquiring HIV infection, but provides few examples [7–9]. The WHO's published
guidance is similarly non-specific [10, 11]. Provider guidelines issued by the drug
manufacturer are more detailed in suggesting behaviors and characteristics that may help to
identify individuals at high risk (e.g., inconsistent condom use, diagnosis of sexually
transmitted infections [STIs], transactional sex) [25]. Providers must nonetheless decide
how to weigh these factors in the context of other clinical considerations in determining
whether or not to prescribe to a particular individual. Although all medical practice involves
the exercise of clinical judgment, PrEP prescription at this early stage of implementation,
when specific eligibility criteria and clinical precedents are lacking, may be especially
reliant upon provider discretion. Conflicting expert opinions and provider disagreement
about PrEP prescription relative to hypothetical patient cases [26, 27] yield preliminary
evidence of likely variability in PrEP prescription practices.
Previous research has shown that people are particularly likely to exhibit racial
discrimination in contexts in which behavioral norms or situational demands are ambiguous
[28, 29], particularly when people can justify their actions based on factors ostensibly
unrelated to race [30]. In medical settings specifically, race-based treatment disparities,
which are generally prominent throughout healthcare, are more pronounced for procedures
that are considered more discretionary [31, 32]. Inequalities in the provision of care are not
necessarily driven by psychological biases that operate on a conscious level (i.e., explicit
biases)—in fact, such overt racism is declining. Rather, unconscious biases that are subject
to unintentional activation (i.e., implicit biases) can affect medical decision-making,
compromise the quality of clinical care provided, and ultimately lead to systematic
inequalities [32, 33].
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Evidence for or against racial discrimination in the prescription of antiretroviral medication
as HIV prevention (i.e., PrEP) has yet to emerge given the novelty of PrEP in clinical
practice. However, prescription of antiretroviral medication in the context of HIV treatment,
particularly in years past, may serve as a high-discretion medical scenario that is analogous
to the prescription of antiretroviral medication as PrEP, and could be foretelling of racial
discrimination. As with the current PrEP prescription guidance, past prescription guidelines
for antiretroviral medication as treatment have been non-definitive and controversial at times
[34]; correspondingly, racial disparities in clinical judgment and prescription practices
related to HIV treatment have been well documented [17–20, 31].
To date, little is known about racial biases affecting healthcare providers’ PrEP-related
clinical decision-making, including their willingness to prescribe PrEP to patients of diverse
backgrounds. However, providers’ lack of consensus regarding prescription practices and
priority patient groups [12, 13, 35] and the limited specificity of existing guidance [7–11]
heighten the risk of discriminatory prescription practices occurring as they have with
antiretroviral treatment, posing a potential barrier to access.
Sexual Risk Compensation and Racial Stereotypes
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One concern that has been endorsed by general physicians, HIV specialists, and other
healthcare providers in relation to prescribing PrEP is the possibility of risk compensation
(sometimes referred to as “behavioral disinhibition” or “condom migration”) among PrEP
users [6, 13, 27, 36, 37]. The general phenomenon of risk compensation involves a change
in behavioral risk-taking that is driven by a perceived change in one's underlying
susceptibility to harm [5, 38–40]. In the context of PrEP, sexual risk compensation would
occur if a PrEP user increased his or her sexual risk-taking behavior (e.g., reducing condom
use, having more partners) based on the assumption that PrEP had lowered his or her
likelihood of acquiring HIV [5]. Among healthcare providers, the belief that PrEP could lead
to risk compensation has been linked to reduced willingness to prescribe PrEP to high-risk
patients [6].
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Given the recency of FTC–TDF receiving FDA approval and becoming available for
prescription as PrEP [4], present knowledge of PrEP-associated sexual risk compensation is
limited. Surveys and qualitative research conducted among potential user groups, including
MSM, have documented the potential for increased sexual risk-taking among PrEP users
[41–46], and modeling of PrEP's population-level effectiveness has incorporated risk
compensation parameters [47, 48]. Behavioral analyses of users of other biomedical HIV
prevention technologies, such as male circumcision [40, 49–52], condoms [53], and antiretroviral treatment (among users who believed that treatment reduced transmission risk)
[54], suggest that risk compensation may occur in conjunction with HIV prevention efforts,
although findings are mixed.
To date, most of the sexual behavior data available for PrEP users were collected during
randomized double-blind clinical trials, during which participants received a combination of
other prevention services such as risk reduction counseling, free condoms, referrals for
circumcision, and/or screening for other STIs [1–3, 55–57]. Although these trials did not
show increased sexual risk behavior among participants, participants were also receiving
prevention services that may not always be routinely provided in clinical practice.
Furthermore, they were operating under the premise that they were taking a placebo or a pill
of uncertain prevention efficacy. Thus, their behavior may not be representative of PrEP
users in everyday clinical settings who know that they are taking a pill with established
efficacy [58] and who may be treated in the context of a less comprehensive strategy.
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Additional empirical data on sexual risk compensation behavior have been collected among
individuals in heterosexual serodiscordant partnerships who were originally randomized to
receive PrEP as part of a double-blind, placebo-controlled trial [3] and then continued to be
supplied with PrEP and monitored for 12 months after condition unblinding and public
announcement of study findings [59]. Risk compensation examined in this context as
opposed to a double-blind clinical trial may be more predictive of risk compensation among
real-world PrEP users since participants were aware that they were indeed taking PrEP
(versus a placebo) and could be more confi-dent about its efficacy. Assessment of selfreported sexual behavior during the 12 months of open-label use revealed no significant
increase in frequency of unprotected sex with HIV-positive primary partners and only a
slight increase in unprotected sex acts with outside partners as compared to the behavioral
trends predicted by the 12 months of blinded use. In summary, actual risk compensation
patterns among real-world PrEP users have yet to be determined, and behavioral data from
clinical trial participants to date do not yield substantial evidence for risk compensation
occurring during or subsequent to trial participation.
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Thus far, indications of racial disparities in risk compensation are generally lacking in the
documented behavior of PrEP trial participants and speculated behavior of potential PrEP
users. However, historically rooted stereotypes of Black men as sexually uninhibited and
irresponsible [14, 16] may predispose providers to make inequitable judgments about risk
compensation among their Black and White patients. Stereotypes are commonly shared
beliefs about characteristics of a particular social group; these beliefs serve as bases for
judgment and interaction and often operate unconsciously [33, 60]. Furthermore, they may
function as justification for existing social disparities [61]. Race-based sexual stereotypes
have previously been implicated in healthcare providers’ attitudes and treatment decisions.
For example, consistent with Black stereotypes of uncontrolled sexuality, Black patients
have been more likely than White patients to receive safe sex or birth control counseling
[22, 23] and to be advised to limit their childbearing [24]. Black patients have also
experienced racial stereotyping by providers regarding their number of sexual partners and
sexual health [62].
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Sensationalized portrayals of the “Down Low” lifestyle in the past decade have fueled
stereotypes related to promiscuity, unprotected sex, and disease transmission among Black
MSM in particular [63, 64], potentially heightening the vulnerability of this demographic to
risk compensation stereotyping. One survey of MSM has suggested differences in risk
compensation attitudes by race: when asked the minimum level of effectiveness they would
require of an HIV prevention pill to be willing to forgo condoms during receptive
unprotected anal intercourse with a sero-status-unknown partner, Black and Latino
participants were more likely than White participants to report midrange minimums
(intended to correspond to actual PrEP efficacy) versus high-range minimums [46].
However, the lack of racial differences in personal predictions of risk compensation reported
among other samples of MSM [41] raise doubt about the generalizability of these attitudinal
discrepancies.
Moreover, the extent to which attitudinal differences by race would translate to greater
sexual risk compensation behavior among Black versus White MSM in actuality is
unknown, and questionable given evidence against greater sexual risk-taking among Black
MSM in general [65–67]. For example, a 2012 meta-analysis of 174 US studies published
over the previous two decades indicated that relative to MSM of other races, Black MSM
reported greater condom use during anal intercourse and fewer male sex partners (past year
and lifetime) [65]. Thus, stereotypes about sexual promiscuity and irresponsibility
associated with Black MSM lack empirical support, but may nonetheless lead healthcare
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providers to assume that Black MSM will engage in greater sexual risk compensation than
White MSM.
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The Current Study: Objectives and Hypotheses
The purpose of the current survey-based investigation was to examine medical students’
predictions about sexual risk compensation among Black versus White MSM seeking PrEP,
and to examine the indirect effect of patient race on willingness to prescribe via such
predictions. To do so, we experimentally manipulated patient race in a case vignette
describing a clinical scenario in which an HIV-negative, healthy patient at high risk for HIV
acquisition sought PrEP in a primary care setting. We hypothesized that there would be a
significant indirect effect of patient race on prescription willingness, such that participants
would perceive the Black patient to be more likely than the White patient to engage in
sexual risk compensation (i.e., participate in more unprotected anal intercourse after PrEP
initiation), which, in turn, would predict reduced willingness to prescribe PrEP to the
patient.

Methods
Participants and Procedure
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Medical school students in the northeastern US were recruited to participate in an
anonymous online survey about attitudes toward prescribing PrEP in January of 2013. An
initial email requesting participation and a reminder email sent 11 days later, both of which
contained the survey link, were distributed via a listserv to 435 medical students. Students
were informed that they would be entered into a drawing for local restaurant gift cards in
exchange for their participation.
At the outset of the survey, participants were provided with background information about
FTC–TDF (Truvada®) for PrEP, including its purpose, partial efficacy reports in clinical
trials, and approval by the FDA. In addition to being given these basic facts, participants
were provided with three actual quotes derived from online sources that represented popular
arguments in support of PrEP prescription (e.g., “We need new tools to fight this epidemic...
PrEP is certainly not for everyone, but it may have a role in bringing HIV-infection rates
down.” -Chris Collins, Vice President of American Foundation for AIDS Research [68]) and
three quotes in opposition (e.g., “The use of PrEP... carries significant risk that the people
who take it haphazardly will mistakenly believe that they are completely protected from
HIV and other STDs. These individuals will engage in unprotected sex, which will
ultimately lead to an increase in HIV and other infections.” -Michael Weinstein, President of
AIDS Healthcare Foundation [69]).
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Next, participants were presented with a case vignette, which was adapted from a similar
study of bias in providers’ adherence judgments and treatment decisions pertaining to
patients living with HIV [17] and further refined based on input from a trained medical
doctor with expertise in HIV care. The vignette described a clinical scenario in which an
HIV-negative male patient reported engaging in unprotected anal intercourse with an HIVpositive male partner on an ongoing basis and sought a prescription for PrEP (See Box 1).
Participants were assigned in a 1:1 ratio to receive one of two versions of the vignette via an
automated randomization process. Vignette versions were identical except for the race of the
patient specified: Black or White.
Subsequently, participants reported clinical judgments associated with the hypothetical
patient (e.g., predicted patient sexual risk compensation, predicted patient adherence,
willingness to prescribe PrEP to the patient) and completed measures of racial bias, as well
as self-reporting sociodemographic and medical training characteristics. Given that risk
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compensation in the context of PrEP is an understudied topic, survey items were developed
for the purpose of this study. At the conclusion of the survey, participants were debriefed
and informed that the quotes represented speculation and that there was no scientific
evidence that people taking PrEP engage in more risky sexual behavior. Participants were
also provided with a link to the CDC website for more information about PrEP. All study
procedures were reviewed and approved by the Yale University Institutional Review Board
prior to inception.
Measures
Sociodemographic and Medical Training Characteristics—Survey items inquired
about participants’ gender [(1) male/ (2) female/ (3) transgender/ (4) other], race [(1)
American Indian or Alaska Native/ (2) Asian/ (3) Black or African American/ (4) Hispanic
or Latino/ (5) Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander/ (6) White/ (7) other], sexual orientation
[(1) homosexual (lesbian or gay)/ (2) bisexual/ (3) heterosexual (straight)/ (4) other], age
(years), social class [(1) lower/ (2) lower middle/ (3) middle/ (4) upper middle/ (5) upper],
and current year of medical school [(1) 1st/ (2) 2nd/ (3) 3rd/ (4) 4th/ (5) other]. In addition,
past clinical experience with HIV-positive patients was assessed by asking, “Have you
interacted with HIV-positive patients in a clinical setting in the past?”, with response options
ranging from (1) never to (4) often.
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For all inferential analyses, participants’ race was recoded into two separate dichotomous
variables: [(1) Black versus (0) not] and [(1) White versus (0) not] given the patient race
manipulation. Gender was dichotomized as (1) female versus (0) male (no participants
reported being transgender or of another gender) and sexual orientation was dichotomized as
(1) heterosexual (straight) versus (0) not. For correlation, hierarchical linear regression, and
bootstrapping analyses, current year of medical school was treated as a continuous variable
with response (5) other recoded as missing. Missing values were excluded pairwise for
correlation and regression analyses and listwise for the boostrapping analysis.
Clinical Judgments
Predicted Patient Sexual Risk Compensation: Participants’ belief about the likelihood of
the patient engaging in more unprotected sex if prescribed PrEP was measured with a single
item asking, “How likely would this patient be to have MORE unprotected sex if he started
taking Truvada as PrEP?” Response options ranged from (1) not at all likely to (5) extremely
likely, with higher scores representing greater predicted likelihood of patient sexual risk
compensation.
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Predicted Patient Adherence: Participants’ perception of the patient's probable level of
adherence to PrEP was assessed with a single item asking, “If you were to prescribe PrEP to
the patient, how adherent do you think he would be?” Response options ranged from (1) not
at all adherent to (5) extremely adherent, with higher scores representing greater predicted
adherence.
Perceived Patient Risk of HIV Infection Without PrEP: Participants’ judgment of the
patient's risk of acquiring HIV without PrEP was measured with a single item asking, “How
high do you think this patient's risk of getting HIV is WITHOUT PrEP?” Response options
ranged from (1) extremely low to (5) extremely high, with higher scores suggesting greater
perceived patient risk.
Risk Reduction Associated with PrEP: Participants’ perception of the extent to which
PrEP would reduce the patient's risk was calculated by subtracting their response to the item
“How high do you think this patient's risk of getting HIV would be if he started taking
AIDS Behav. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 February 01.
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Truvada as PrEP and did not change his condom practices?” [(1) extremely low to (5)
extremely high] from the aforementioned perceived patient risk of HIV infection without
PrEP item. The difference between the two items represented risk reduction associated with
PrEP, with higher scores indicating greater perceived reduction in patient risk associated
with PrEP.
Willingness to Prescribe Prep: Participants’ willingness to prescribe PrEP to the patient
described was assessed with a single item asking, “Would you prescribe Truvada as PrEP to
this patient?” Response options ranged from (1) definitely not to (5) definitely yes, with
higher scores indicating greater willingness to prescribe.
Racial Bias—The following two measures were included to assess racial bias in terms of
perceived importance of the patient's request (between-group comparison) and general
feelings toward Black versus White patients (individual difference). These items sought to
detect race-based devaluation of the patient's request and explicit prejudice, respectively.
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Perceived Importance of Patient Request: Participants’ judgment of the importance of the
patient's request for PrEP in the clinical scenario was assessed with a single item asking,
“How IMPORTANT would this patient's request be to you?” Response options ranged from
(1) not at all important to (5) extremely important, with higher scores representing greater
perceived importance of the request.
General Feelings Toward Black Versus White Patients: Participants were instructed that
“It is natural for healthcare providers to feel more positively toward some types of patients
versus others,” and subsequently asked to rate their general feelings toward 16 different
categories of patients (e.g., Black patients, medically adherent patients, White patients,
physically fit patients, pediatric patients, drug-abusing patients) on a scale ranging from (1)
extremely negative to (9) extremely positive. Discrepancies in feelings toward “Black
patients” and “White patients” were calculated by subtracting ratings of the former from the
latter, with scores greater than 0 indicating more positive feelings toward White patients and
scores less than 0 indicating more positive feelings toward Black patients.
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Patient Race/Manipulation Check—To ensure that participants had sufficiently
attended to the race of the patient in the clinical vignette with which they had been
presented, they were asked to choose the race of the patient in the clinical scenario [(1)
American Indian or Alaska Native/ (2) Asian/ (3) Black or African American/ (4) Hispanic
or Latino/ (5) Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander/ (6) White/ (7) other/ (8) I don't know].
This item was placed towards the end of the survey, deliberately separated from the
vignette-related items by multiple unrelated items, including those pertaining to participant
sociodemographic and medical training characteristics.
Analysis
All descriptive and inferential statistical analyses were performed using IBM SPSS Statistics
Version 19 software. Independent samples t tests (for continuous variables) and Pearson χ2
tests (for dichotomous variables such as gender) were performed to test for differences in
sociodemographic and medical training characteristics between Black-patient and Whitepatient conditions. Univariate analyses of covariance controlling for participant race (Black
versus not and White versus not) were conducted to assess between-group differences in
clinical judgment and racial bias scores. To examine bivariate relationships separately for
Black-patient and White-patient conditions, intercor-relations between variables were
calculated using Phi coefficients (for two dichotomous variables), Spearman rho (for one
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dichotomous variable and one continuous variable), and Pearson correlation coefficients (for
two continuous variables).
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Hierarchical linear regression analysis was performed to predict willingness to prescribe
PrEP. In the first model, sociodemographic and medical training characteristics as well as
study condition (Black patient or White patient) were included. In the second model, clinical
judgments pertaining to predicted patient adherence, perceived patient risk of HIV infection
without PrEP, and risk reduction associated with PrEP, as well as racial bias (perceived
importance of patient request and general feelings toward Black versus White patients),
were added. In the final model, predicted patient sexual risk compensation was added.
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Bootstrapping was conducted to test predicted patient sexual risk compensation as a
mediator [M] between patient race [X] and willingness to prescribe PrEP [Y]. This
resampling methodology has received increasing support as the optimal approach for testing
indirect effects given its minimization of Type 1 error, lack of assumptions about the
normality of the sampling distribution of the indirect effect, and appropriateness for use with
small samples [70, 71]. Hayes’ PROCESS macro [72] was used to generate 5,000
bootstrapped samples, from which bias-corrected and accelerated confidence intervals were
established to estimate indirect effects. We applied current recommendations for testing
indirect effects, which do not require a signifi-cant bivariate relationship between X and Y
[70–73]. In particular, we directly quantified the indirect effect of patient race on willingness
to prescribe PrEP through predicted patient sexual risk compensation, a procedure
considered superior to inferring the effect through a series of tests of the separate paths that
compose the mediation model (as in Baron and Kenny's causal steps approach) [71].

Results
Sample Characteristics
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Approximately 168 medical students accessed the survey site and completed the consent
form, of which 162 (96.4 %) proceeded to the survey and 130 (77.4 %) completed the
survey. Of these, 28 (21.5 %) failed the manipulation check: 2 participants in the Blackpatient condition and 26 participants in the White-patient condition endorsed “I don't know”
on the patient race item. No participants reported an incorrect patient race. Participants who
failed the manipulation check were excluded from the primary analyses. Follow-up Pearson
χ2 tests and independent samples t tests comparing survey completers who passed versus
failed the manipulation check revealed no differences in sociodemographic or medical
training characteristics, clinical judgments, or racial bias, with the exception of social class:
participants who passed reported a higher social class than those who failed, but both
reported means in the middle- to upper middle-class range.
The final sample was comprised of 102 students ranging in age from 20 to 35 years (M =
25.65, SD = 2.81). Additional sociodemographic and medical training characteristics are
provided in Table 1. Mean survey completion time was 12 min.
Between-Group Comparisons
Pearson χ2 tests and independent samples t tests revealed no differences between Blackpatient and White-patient conditions in terms of age, gender, race (White versus not, Black
versus not), social class, sexual orientation (heterosexual versus not), years of medical
school, and past clinical experience with HIV-positive patients (p > 0.05).
Table 2 displays total sample means and between-group means comparisons for the primary
variables of interest. The only significant between-group difference to emerge was related to
predicted patient sexual risk compensation: participants in the Black-patient condition rated
AIDS Behav. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2015 February 01.
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the patient as more likely to increase his unprotected sexual behavior if prescribed PrEP
compared to participants in the White-patient condition. Specifically, mean scores fell in the
“somewhat likely” to “very likely” range for the Black-patient condition, but only the “a
little bit likely” to “somewhat likely” range for the White-patient condition.
On average, for the combined sample, participants judged the patient to be “somewhat” to
“very” adherent and to have a “fairly” to “extremely” high risk of contracting HIV without
PrEP. Mean willingness to prescribe to the patient fell in the “maybe” to “probably yes”
range, with 0 % of participants reporting they would “definitely not” prescribe and only 2 %
reporting they would “probably not” prescribe. On average, participants perceived the
patient's request to be “somewhat” to “very” important. Finally, the majority (87.3 %) of
participants endorsed equally positive feelings for White and Black patients, with only 2.9 %
rating Black patients more positively and 9.8 % rating White patients more positively.
Correlation Analyses
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Correlation coefficient values representing bivariate relationships among variables
separately by condition are displayed in Table 3. Participants in the Black-patient condition
who (a) were not White, (b) reported lower social class, and (c) were less advanced in
medical school predicted greater patient risk compensation, as did younger participants in
the White-patient condition. Participants in the Black-patient condition who were (a) female,
(b) White, and (c) more advanced in medical school were more willing to prescribe PrEP, as
were older participants in the White-patient condition.
Hierarchical Linear Regression
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Results from the hierarchical linear regression analysis are displayed in Table 4. In the first
model, female gender was the only independent variable significantly associated with
willingness to prescribe PrEP, indicating that women were more willing to prescribe than
men when patient race and participant sociodemographic and medical training
characteristics were controlled. The second model retained all previous independent
variables and added clinical judgments with regard to predicted patient adherence, perceived
patient risk of HIV infection without PrEP, and risk reduction associated with PrEP, as well
as racial bias in terms of perceived importance of the patient's request and general feelings
toward Black versus White patients. In this model, female gender remained the only
significant predictor of willingness to prescribe. In the third and final model, which retained
all previous independent variables and added predicted patient sexual risk compensation,
variables significantly associated with greater willingness to prescribe included female
gender, positive feelings toward Black versus White patients, and lower predicted patient
sexual risk compensation. The addition of sexual risk compensation to the model resulted in
a significant improvement in its predictive ability, accounting for an additional 11 % of
variance in willingness to prescribe PrEP. The final model accounted for 32 % of the
variance in this variable.
Bootstrapping Analysis of Indirect Effect
Bootstrapping analyses revealed a significant indirect effect of patient race on participant
willingness to prescribe PrEP via predicted patient sexual risk compensation, as indicated by
bias-corrected and accelerated confidence intervals that did not straddle zero [95 % CIs (–
0.344, –0.024)]. Thus, participants judged the Black patient to be more likely than the White
patient to increase his rate of unprotected sex if prescribed PrEP, which, in turn, was
associated with reduced willingness to prescribe PrEP to the patient. (See Fig. 1.)
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Results of this vignette-based study indicate the potential for inequitable access to PrEP
across racial groups due to provider bias, even when other potential barriers to access (e.g.,
insurance coverage/cost or access to care) are absent. Medical students judged a Black
patient to be more likely to engage in PrEP-associated sexual risk compensation compared
to a White patient, and this judgment was associated with reduced willingness to prescribe
PrEP in a hypothetical primary care scenario. Further, sexual risk compensation emerged as
a key consideration relative to prescription willingness, accounting for substantial variance
above and beyond other clinical judgments such as anticipated patient adherence, beliefs
about a patient's risk without PrEP, and the perceived risk reduction capacity of PrEP. This
is concerning given the apparent vulnerability of this clinical perception to racial bias.
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Predictions of greater unprotected sex with PrEP for the Black patient relative to the White
patient are consistent with stereotypes of uncontrolled sexuality and sexual risk that have
been documented in association with Black men and Black MSM in particular [14–16]. The
identified disparity supports some Black MSM's perceptions of health-care providers having
race-based and sexual orientation-based preconceptions about their behavior [74].
Stereotypes are a form of automatic cognition that operate outside of awareness [60, 75];
they are learned through repeated exposure to external stimulus pairings and retained via
implicit memory [76]. Thus, the stereotype that may be operating among medical students in
this study likely reflects an association promoted by the broader culture within which they
are immersed, and does not necessarily represent a consciously held attitude.
Data assessing the behavior of PrEP users who have not been involved in clinical trials are
not yet available; evidence is lacking, therefore, to confirm or refute participants’
predictions regarding sexual risk compensation among PrEP users of either race. However,
it is important to note that there is extensive behavioral evidence to contradict stereotypes of
greater sexual risk-taking among Black MSM [65–67]. Thus, any provider assumptions
about Black MSM being more prone to engaging in sexual risk behavior, and thus more
inclined to exhibit risk compensation with PrEP, would not be substantiated by empirical
knowledge to date.
Implications for Intervention
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Given the potential utility of PrEP for people at high risk for HIV acquisition, identifying
and addressing potential barriers to access is important. As long as PrEP requires a
prescription, healthcare providers with prescription licenses will function as gatekeepers.
Importantly, these gate-keepers include HIV specialists and other types of care providers
alike [77]. To ensure the broadest possible access, implementation of PrEP ought to occur in
a variety of clinical settings, such as private practices, HIV clinics, emergency rooms,
voluntary counseling and testing centers, STI clinics, and community health clinics [78].
Providers across the spectrum will thus confront decisions about PrEP prescription, and their
decisions may be vulnerable to stereotypes.
Interventions designed to identify and combat stereotypes that could adversely affect the
equitable distribution of PrEP ought to be implemented broadly to capture medical providers
of all ranks and clinical settings who encounter patients at risk for HIV acquisition. Ideally,
widespread change in the sexual representations of Black MSM would occur on a societal
level to counteract existing stereotypes. However, to the extent that these stereotypes persist,
interventions are needed to prevent them from negatively affecting clinical judgment and
practice.
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Previous research has demonstrated that stereotypes are less likely to be activated in tasks
that emphasize individuation (i.e., focusing on individual characteristics of a patient) over
social categorization (i.e., basing perceptions of a patient on his/her group membership;
[79]). Accordingly, individuation has been encouraged as a cognitive strategy to reduce bias
in provider judgment and practice [80]. Provider-patient partnership building that generates
a sense of common group identity has also been recommended as a means of inhibiting the
activation of racial stereotypes [33, 80] and has yielded enhanced patient trust and improved
clinical outcomes among Black patients when implemented via behavioral intervention [81].
Another recommendation for combating race-based discrimination in clinical practice
involves raising providers’ awareness about the prevalence of such discrimination and the
vulnerability of their own clinical judgment to unconscious racial biases [33, 80]. For
example, given the current findings, increasing providers’ cognizance of the sexual risk
compensation stereotype may cue them to recognize the stereotypical basis of their own
assumptions about sexual behavior among the Black PrEP-seeking patients whom they
encounter. Of note, in light of evidence suggesting provider bias can actually be exacerbated
by awareness of such bias, consciousness-raising interventions should incorporate
opportunities for self-affirmation as a buffer to such potentially threatening content [82].
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Medical students are an important group to target for intervention given their clinical
involvement during medical school, accessibility for didactic training, and status as future
care providers who, theoretically, have many years of practice ahead of them. During their
upcoming years of medical service, many are likely to encounter patients who could benefit
from PrEP. Accordingly, raising awareness about provider vulnerability to stereotypes and
implications for discriminatory practice is crucial at this stage of training [31, 83], and the
tactics identified above could be utilized successfully with medical students. Geiger [31]
advocates for active integration of relevant educational material into medical coursework,
stating, “The problems and nature of stereotyping and bias need to be taught and discussed
repeatedly at every level of the undergraduate and graduate medical curriculum, not merely
as a part of a cultural competency curriculum devoted to the beliefs and behaviors of
different groups of patients, but also as efforts at self-awareness and the culture of medicine
itself” (p. 443). Other educators have echoed his call for medical training that promotes
introspection and critical reflection in the context of cultural competence education as well
as emphasizing individual differences within a given group to avoid perpetuating stereotypes
[84, 85].
Limitations and Future Research
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Several limitations of the current study warrant mention and set the stage for future research.
First, the sample was comprised of medical students, restricting the extent to which we can
predict attitudes or behavior among independently practicing physicians during the initial
phase of PrEP roll-out based on these findings. Replication of this study with a different
sampling frame could explore the relevance of patient race to predictions of risk
compensation and PrEP prescription practices among current providers.
Additionally, the sample size did not allow for separate analyses within participant racial
groups; thus, our findings are drawn from a multiethnic sample with race controlled
statistically. Future research with a larger sample could examine whether these processes
differ among providers of different racial/ethnic groups, as patient-provider racial
concordance has previously been associated with antiretroviral treatment [18].
The focal population in the current study was MSM. Despite the observed difference in
predicted sexual risk compensation by race, the vast majority of study participants in both
conditions acknowledged there being some likelihood that the patient might engage in
sexual risk compensation (97 % of patients in the Black-patient condition and 87 % in the
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White-patient condition reported the patient was “a little bit,” “somewhat,” “very,” or
“extremely” likely to engage in more unprotected sex if prescribed PrEP). The extent to
which the pervasive assumption of risk compensation reflects stereotypes of promiscuity
applied to the gay male community at large, beliefs about sexual tendencies of men more
generally, or assumptions about human nature irrespective of gender and sexual orientation
is indeterminable based on the two vignettes used in the current study. Future vignette-based
research manipulating not only patient race, but also gender, sexual orientation, and other
sociodemographic characteristics, could shed light on any systematic biases in judgments of
sexual risk compensation associated with other social groups.
Between-subjects analyses in this study suggested the existence of a stereotype, or cognitive
attribution of a particular behavioral characteristic, to Black patients, as opposed to general
racial prejudice (i.e., a negative affective/evaluative response towards Black patients) [75,
86]. In fact, the vast majority of participants (87 %) expressed no explicit bias in their selfreported feelings toward Black versus White patients. Given that implicit measures may be
more sensitive to racial bias and more predictive of poorer medical care than explicit
measures [33, 87], inclusion of implicit, within-subject measures of stereotypes and
prejudice in future research examining racial disparities in clinical decision-making related
to PrEP may yield greater insight into underlying cognitive mechanisms.
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Our results provide evidence for racial bias in the context of a hypothetical clinical scenario,
but the extent to which these findings would translate to bias in real-world clinical settings is
unknown. That said, clinical vignettes have received support as a cost-effective method of
assessing clinical decision-making while controlling for case mix and structural factors [88,
89], and they have been recommended specifically for research on variation in clinical
practice based on patient sociodemographic characteristics [88]. Further, the validity of
clinical vignettes as indicators of actual clinical practice has generally been supported by
previous research comparing physicians’ case conceptualizations pertaining to clinical
vignettes (including diagnoses, tests to order, and treatment plans) with their clinical care for
standardized patients presenting with identical symptoms [89]. Nonetheless, it will be
important to systematically monitor clinical perceptions and prescription practices relative to
characteristics of real patients as PrEP becomes more commonly utilized. It is crucial to
understand how providers may predict and respond to the potential for risk compensation
behavior among their patients.
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With increasing community uptake of PrEP, it will also be important to assess actual
patterns of risk compensation among PrEP users. If future analyses document PrEPassociated risk compensation among real-life users, prescribing providers will play a
paramount role in delivering counseling and other behavioral interventions to complement
PrEP use. The FDA-approved Risk Evaluation and Mitigation Strategy for Truvada® PrEP
already relies heavily on prescribing providers to communicate with patients regarding
condom use and safer-sex practices [25]. Research identifying risk factors for participation
in sexual risk compensation could inform providers’ approach to PrEP delivery, including
the provision of additional supports as needed, thereby enhancing the potential for PrEP to
be a safe and effective method of prevention for many different people at high risk for HIV
acquisition.
Concluding Remarks
“An AIDS-free generation requires antiretroviral deployment for treatment and
prevention ... denying antiretroviral provision for prevention efforts is ... a transgression of
human rights” (Singh, 2013, emphasis added [90]). To date, concerns about equitable access
to PrEP have been voiced with regard to structural barriers such as cost, medical monitoring
requirements, and resource allocation [90–94], yet little attention has been dedicated to
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social barriers, including the potential for discrimination in the provision of PrEP by
healthcare providers. Our findings on racial bias and clinical judgment are particularly
timely, as PrEP is first being introduced to providers and awareness could be raised in the
process. Current definitions of the target population remain elusive and controversial [12,
95], and there is a recognized need for assessment protocols to direct initial eligibility
screening, ensure ongoing monitoring of PrEP suitability, and guide discontinuation of PrEP
[78, 96]. As the CDC works towards addressing these concerns through the development of
comprehensive guidelines for providers, integration of content that increases awareness
about provider bias generally and racial stereotypes regarding risk compensation specifically
could reduce the potential for discriminatory prescription practices to occur, maximizing
access to PrEP for the diversity of people who stand to benefit from it.
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Box 1
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Case vignette to which participants responded in online survey
Mr. J is a 31-year-old, Black (White) man who is HIV-negative. He presents to you, his
primary care physician, requesting a prescription for Truvada, stating that he wants to
take the medication to help prevent himself from getting HIV. He has insurance that
would cover the prescription.
Mr. J currently has one male sex partner, who has been diagnosed as HIV-positive and
with whom he is monogamous. During previous appointments, you have discussed HIV
risk with him and encouraged him to use condoms. However, he does not always use
them, resulting in repeated episodes of unprotected sex with his partner.
HIV antibody and RNA lab tests confirm that Mr. J is HIV-negative. He has never had
any STDs. He has no physical complaints. He has never had surgery or been hospitalized.
His medical history is otherwise unremarkable.
Mr. J does not use alcohol, tobacco, or other drugs. He has no known drug allergies. He
does not currently take any medications.
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Fig. 1.

Model of the indirect effect of patient race on participant willingness to prescribe PrEP.
Unstandardized coefficients and standard errors [B (SE)] are included for all paths.
Participant sociodemographic and medical training characteristics (gender, race, sexual
orientation, age, social class, current year of medical school, and past clinical experience
with HIV-positive patients); other clinical judgments (predicted patient adherence, perceived
patient risk of HIV infection without PrEP, and risk reduction associated with PrEP); and
racial bias (perceived importance of patient request and general feelings toward Black
versus White patients) were statistically controlled in the analysis
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Table 1

Sociodemographic and descriptive characteristics of the sample (n = 102)
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Characteristic

n (%)

Gender
Female

51 (50.0)

Male

51 (50.0)

Race
Asian

41 (40.2)

Black or Afrian American

3 (2.9)

Hispanic or Latino

4 (3.9)

White

49 (48.0)

Other

5 (4.9)

Social class
Lower

1 (1.0)

Lower Middle

8 (7.8)

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Middle

29 (28.4)

Upper Middle

60 (58.8)

Upper

4 (3.9)

Sexual orientation
Homosexual (lesbian or gay)
Bisexual

5 (4.9)
1 (1.0)

Heterosexual (straight)

96 (94.1)

Current year of medical school
1st

20 (19.6)

2nd

30 (29.4)

3rd

18 (17.6)

4th

21 (20.6)

Other

13 (12.7)

Past clinical experience with HIV+ patients

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

Never

12 (11.8)

Rarely

38 (37.3)

Sometimes

42 (41.2)

Often

10 (9.8)
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Table 2

Means comparisons of Black-patient and White-patient study conditions: clinical judgments and racial bias
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Full sample (n = 102)

Condition 1: Black
patient (n = 64)

Conditon 2: White
patient (n = 38)

Condition 1 vs.
a
Condition 2
p

M

SD

M

SD

M

SD

F

1 Predicted patient sexual risk
compensation

3.14

1.07

3.30

1.05

2.87

1.07

4.44

2 Predicted patient adherence

3.35

0.68

3.38

0.68

3.32

0.70

0.07

0.791

3 Perceived patient HIV risk
without PrEP

4.17

0.77

4.23

0.71

4.05

0.87

1.55

0.216

4 Risk reduction associated with
PrEP

1.37

0.72

1.41

0.75

1.32

0.66

0.22

0.640

5 Willingness to prescribe PrEP

3.75

0.72

3.80

0.78

3.68

0.62

0.35

0.557

6 Perceived importance of
patient request

3.95

0.55

4.02

0.60

3.84

0.44

1.69

0.197

7 General feelings toward
patients (White patients – Black
patients)

0.07

0.57

0.08

0.45

0.05

0.73

0.11

0.740
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** p < .01
*

p < .05

a

Participant race controlled in all analyses
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*

0.038

NIH-PA Author Manuscript

NIH-PA Author Manuscript
b

0.06
-0.41**

0.11
-0.26
-0.05
0.24
0.10
0.41*

10 Predicted patient adherence

11 Perceived patient risk without PrEP

12 Risk reduction associated with PrEP

13 Willingness to prescribe PrEP

14 Perceived importance of patient request

15 General feelings toward patients (White patients –
Black patients)

0.01

0.18

0.11

0.10

-0.25

0.13

-0.38*

-0.06

-0.10

-0.19

0.03

0.09

-0.20

-0.08

0.35*
-0.04

-0.24

0.16

0.25

-0.18

0.51**

-

0.07

0.05

-0.05

4

0.28

0.14

-

-0.19

-0.06

3

0.20

0.40*

0.02

0.09

0.43**
0.16

0.11

0.00

-0.14

-0.19

-0.02

-0.09

-0.32*
0.19

0.37*

0.11

0.45**
0.45**

-

0.00

0.24

-

0.00

0.22

-0.18

-0.11

0.61**

0.00

6

0.00

0.04

5

0.20

0.11

0.06

0.24

0.12

0.03

-0.10

0.52**

-

0.21

0.38**

-0.22

0.39**

0.10

0.01

7

0.03

0.18

0.11

-0.15

-0.22

-0.01

-0.20

-

0.31*

0.13

0.36**

-0.08

0.30*

0.23

0.05

8

-0.09

0.07

-0.47**

-0.02

-0.08

-0.02

-

-0.15

-0.28*

-0.39**

-0.04

-0.03

-0.28*

0.11

-0.01

9

0.02

0.17

0.05

-0.05

-0.07

-

-0.03

0.06

0.08

0.17

0.16

-0.15

0.20

0.04

-0.21

10

0.42**

-0.19

0.13

0.44**

-

-0.09

0.03

-0.04

0.30*

-0.17

-0.10

0.17

-0.04

0.21

0.10

11

0.19

-0.01

-0.01

0.16

0.21

-

0.31*

0.17
-

0.21
0.51**

-0.39**

0.14

0.42**

0.15

0.22

-0.23

0.31*

0.11

-

0.28*

0.06

0.03

0.10

-0.11

0.28*

0.44**

0.01

0.30*

-0.19

0.34**

-0.01

-0.08

0.29*
-0.07

14

13

0.04

0.09

0.11

0.16

-0.20

-0.01

0.04

0.14

0.18

0.15

12

-

-0.30*

-0.27*

-0.29*

-0.11

0.16

-0.12

-0.14

-0.18

0.32*

-0.22

0.24

-0.16

-0.05

0.05

15
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For this variable n = 54 for the Black patient group and n = 35 for the White-patient group. (Participants who reported their current year of medical school to be “other” were excluded so that the variable
could be treated as continuous.)

b

Referent groups are provided parenthetically if applicable

a

* p < .05, ** p < .01

Intercorrelations for participants in the Black-patient condition (n = 64) are presented above the diagonal, and intercorrelations for participants in the White-patient condition (n = 38) are presented below.
Phi coefficient values are provided for intercorrelations involving two dichotomous variables, Spearman's rho values are provided for intercorrelations involving one dichotomous and one continuous
variable, and Pearson correlation coefficients are provided for intercorrelations involving two continuous variables

-0.19

-0.09

-0.22

-0.09

0.20

-0.31

9 Predicted patient sexual risk compensation

-0.27

-0.08

0.20

0.09

8 Past clinical experience with HIV+ patients

7 Current year of medical school

-0.30

-0.10

5 Age
0.27

0.42**

6 Social class

0.03

-0.14

0.15
-0.17

4 Sexual orientation (heterosexual)

-

-0.01

2

3 Race (White)

-0.16

-

1 Gender (female)

2 Race (Black)

1

a
Variable

Summary of intercorrelations between sociodemographic and medical training characteristics, clinical judgments, and racial bias among participants
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0.11

0.020*

* p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

9, 79

2.38

0.21

0.32

R2

2.41

F change

R2 change

2.52

0.005**

p

Change statistics

0.68

F

p

df1, df2

0.12

SE

F change

2.38

Adjusted R2

R2 change

0.21

0.020*

Model summary

Change statistics

R2

p

F

Model summary

Predicted patient sexual risk compensation

5, 74

df1, df2

0.20

SE

0.65

0.044*

p

Adjusted R2
<0.001***

p

0.11

R2 change
14.50

F change

Change statistics

3.75

F

Model summary

0.04

0.32

1, 73

<0.001***

p

Adjusted R2

df1, df2

0.44

R2

0.778

-0.05

-0.27

-0.28

0.602

0.06

General feelings toward patients (White patients – Black patients)

-0.03

-0.52

0.082

0.16

0.21

0.15

-0.06

1.76

0.622

0.03

-0.34

Perceived importance of patient request

-0.04

Study condition (White patient)

0.10

0.21

0.50

0.513

0.225

0.07

-0.05

Past clinical experience with HIV+ patients

0.08

0.05

0.66

-1.22

0.03

-0.33

Risk reduction associated with PrEP

0.14

Current year of medical school

0.11

0.08

-0.13

0.417

0.595

0.42

0.20

0.05

Social class

0.03

0.33

0.82

-0.53

2.36

Perceived patient HIV risk without PrEP

0.02

Age

0.10

-0.06

0.25

0.021*

B

0.15

-0.40

Sexual orientation (heterosexual)

0.18

0.45

0.15

t

Predicted patient adherence

0.15

-0.24

Race (Black)

Race (White)

0.35

Gender (female)

β

Standardized coeficients

0.60

SE

0.14

0.14

0.12

0.12

0.11

0.15

0.10

0.08

0.11

0.03

0.33

0.19

0.43

0.15

SE

Unstandardized coeffiients

SE

Unstandardized coefficients

B

Model 2

Model 1

p
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Variable

-0.21

0.16

0.07

0.22

0.14

0.03

-0.05

0.09

0.17

0.11

-0.11

0.02

-0.08

0.29

β

-1.92

1.52

0.62

1.72

1.37

0.29

-0.48

0.67

1.46

0.88

-1.02

0.16

-0.77

2.82

t

Standrdized coeffcients

0.059

0.134

0.538

0.090

0.174

0.774

0.636

0.503

0.147

0.380

0.310

0.875

0.441

0.006**

p

-0.25

-0.26

0.22

0.11

0.18

0.14

-0.06

-0.07

0.02

0.09

0.03

-0.44

0.02

-0.19

0.37

B

0.07

0.13

0.13

0.11

0.11

0.10

0.14

0.09

0.08

0.10

0.03

0.30

0.17

0.40

0.14

SE

Unstanardized coeffcients

Model 3
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Hierarchical linear regression predicting participant willingness to prescribe PrEP

-0.37

-0.21

0.16

0.10

0.20

0.14

-0.04

-0.08

0.03

0.09

0.11

-0.14

0.01

-0.04

0.26

β

-3.81

-2.02

1.67

0.96

1.70

1.45

-0.41

-0.73

0.22

0.87

0.97

-1.44

0.09

-0.46

2.64

t

Standadized coeffiients

<0.001***

0.047*

0.099

0.339

0.094

0.151

0.680

0.465

0.826

0.386

0.335

0.154

0.926

0.643

0.010*

p
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